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John Blayney departed this life on 17th June. He and his wife Bernadette were
instrumental in bringing Teams of Our Lady to Ireland in 1964. Their
contribution was recognised and celebrated at the Transatlantic Gathering at
Dublin in 2014.
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Dear Friends in Teams,
On a sad note we send our condolences to Bernadette Blayney and her family on the death of her beloved
husband, John. May he rest in peace. Please see tributes in this newsletter.
Following the wonderful summer we have hearts full of joy from our experiences at the International
Gathering of Teams of Our Lady at Fatima, Portugal in July and the World Meeting of Families in Dublin
and Pope Francis’ visit in August.
Fatima
The whole logistics and organisation were phenomenal as 9000 members of Teams of Our Lady from all
over the world, including a number of ‘Team’ couples from Ireland participated as one family in the
Gathering. Nothing was left to chance; everything was run like clockwork and the spirit of ‘Teams’ was
contagious. The Gathering took place under the theme “The Prodigal Son” (Luke 15:12-32). What great
hope and joy the parable brings us. It does not only speak to us of welcome or forgiveness but also of
“joy” for the son who returns. Merciful love always moves towards forgiveness and each family, our
family, is a laboratory of mercy.
Reflections, meditations and our mixed Team meetings were based on the Gospel passage. Talks and
moving testimonies on marriage and family and conjugal spirituality certainly gave us a lot to think and
pray about. The daily celebration of the Eucharist and the wonderful angelic choir, which was also made up
of Team members who came together and performed as if they had been practising for years enhanced the
celebration. A torchlight procession with hundreds of priests following the Blessed Sacrament from the
sanctuary to the Basilica and concluding with exposition was a memory that will always fill our hearts. It is
very hard to put into words the effect that a Teams Gathering has on you and we can only encourage others
to go and experience it, if at all possible.
World Meeting of Families
Families from every continent of the world came together in Christ to celebrate the ideals of family life.
The Congress in the RDS offered a daily programme of enriching key speakers, workshops and discussions
as well as fun and prayerful activities for individuals and families, including a tailored programme for
children. The highlight of each day was the celebration of the Eucharist in the Family Arena.
Teams of Our Lady had a stand which attracted many visitors who took away information and some left
contact details. A special thanks to Gerry and Grace Mangan who organised the setting up and to all the
‘Team’ couples who helped on the stand with enthusiasm and to those who offered hospitality.
A wonderful presentation was given on behalf of ‘Teams’ by Gerry Mangan at the workshop “Dancing to
the Future with Hope: Strengthening Marriage and the Family today”, and concluded with a rendition of
the chorus of ‘Lord of the Dance’ to which he got everyone joining in and clapping and as a result created a
lot of interest to our stand. Thanks Gerry.
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A crowd of over 80,000 people welcomed Pope Francis to the celebration in Croke Park Stadium and a two
hour festival of music, song, dance and spoken word honoured those who testify how families have
sustained and nourished them with hope and love.
The WMOF concluded with a Solemn Eucharistic Celebration in the Phoenix Park, gathering individuals
and families from around the world in thanksgiving and communion with the main celebrant Pope Francis.
A truly emotional experience.
Following on from the WMOF and Pope Francis’ visit we will be having our Responsible Couples’
weekend at Our Lady’s Shrine in Knock. The Apparition at Knock was a family apparition incorporating
Our Lady, Saint Joseph, Jesus as the Lamb of God, and John as representing the extended family.
We look forward to seeing our new Responsible Couples at Knock in October and wish everyone God’s
blessings and the protection of Our Blessed Mother Mary.
Jim and Elaine Keogh

******************************
Prayer Intentions
For those who have died:
Jim Cogavin, brother of John, Dublin
John Blayney, husband of Bernadette, Dublin
May Seery, mother of Rosemarie Gavin and of Pat Seery, Team 38
Eddy Duggan, brother of Manus, Galway
The mother of Marguerite O’Neill, Galway
For those who are ill:
Michael Cummins, brother of Elaine Keogh
Paddy Scott, Belfast
Jim and Lynn Jordan, Belfast
Dermot Bunting, son of Brendan and Moyra, Belfast
Dominic Flanagan, brother of Michael, Belfast
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JOHN BLAYNEY RIP

Tributes

In this tribute we will try to share a glimpse of how privileged we were to have been his fellow Team
members for more than the past four decades. We will remember how attentive he was in the creation and
maintenance of our Team, much as a bird might build its nest.
John was - above all - a gentleman in every sense, always welcoming with a smile, courteous and attentive
to the occasion. He was deeply rooted in the Charter of the Teams particularly regarding the modus as laid
down originally under the guidance of Father Caffarel.
The three most important priorities in John's life - as well as his family - were his spirituality, Bernadette
and the life of the Team.
Immediately before the celebration of his funeral mass his son Benedict mentioned that his father retained
to the end his lovely smile, his gratitude that his family should be with him and his solicitousness - a word
which describes John perfectly as he was always more concerned about others.
The little nest was perfected by Bernadette. We can only think of them as inseparable. We know that she
will continue to mind it.
A very thoughtful man, he was one of the most nonjudgmental persons we have known. He always found it
possible to draw a distinction between the person and the deed, however reprehensible the deed may have
seemed.
In fact we always saw John as the father figure in our Team, quietly encouraging us to be ever more open particularly in our ‘sharing’ with the other members.
His love of poetry, often recited, was second only to his love of the Bible. John - ever with Bernadette was a very active member of the movement and participated in so many events both here in Ireland and
internationally.
Married for nearly 65 years, John was selfless, generous and modest. He was the driving force in our Team
and has left an indelible imprint on all our lives as Benedict concluded - Saint Paul tells us and John deeply
believed and lived it – “Love never comes to an end”.
Merci John.
Paddy and Martine Donaghy, David and Mary Orr, Frank and Pat Clinton
A personal reflection
I first met John Blayney in 1971, the year we joined the Teams of Our Lady. He was In Team 2 and we
were in Team 4. We met him in connection with Team events and I was very impressed with the way he
dealt with Team members. In 1986 our Team had dwindled to two couples and a Chaplain, John’s Team
had dwindled to three couples. We joined together and we became Team 24. We got to know John more
then. He was very good at following the tenets of the movement and encouraged others to do the same but
in a very gentle way. He was a person to whom it was natural to show respect.
By coincidence, in September 2014 we met in the Blackrock Clinic. John was there to have a hip
replacement and and I was there for a knee replacement. Afterwards we went to Caritas for two weeks and
we had rooms beside each other. At meals we shared the same table for four people.
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One person was a solicitor who knew John. As well as the conversation on legal matters he was very up-todate on almost every subject. I was amazed at his knowledge.
John continued with the Team but as the years passed, age took its toll and he could no longer attend. I like
to think of John as he was when we were patients in Caritas.
Frank Clinton

John and Bernadette Blayney were responsible for the establishment of Teams of Our Lady in Ireland both
North and South. For this initiative we as Team members and the Church in Ireland owe them a great debt
of gratitude.
On the 17th of June last, after a long illness, John was called by God to the next life. We pray that his gentle
soul is now resting in peace.
We first met with John and Bernadette at our first Responsible Couples’ weekend, just after their return
from the Teams Gathering in Lourdes 1988. Their vitality and enthusiasm for the Movement was
infectious and as newcomers to Teams we were deeply affected by their sharing on their experience. We
learned so much about Teams from them, and they helped us grow in our love of the Movement.
As the first Regional Couple in Ireland, they dedicated themselves to the role of encouraging all the Sector
Couples to keep closely in touch with the couples in Teams through liaison couples, through arranging
Sector Days and organising Training Sessions to deepen our understanding of the methods and aims of our
Movement. Their contribution and dedication to Teams over 50 years has proved to be so valuable and
important. John brought these same values and dedication to his professional, sporting and family life.
Up to recent times, in his retirement, John gave his time generously to translating Teams documents from
French to English. His command of the English language has given to the English speaking world excellent
translations which will be forever present in the archives of Teams.
As John’s health began to fail, we could only stand back and admire the loving care and assistance
Bernadette gave to John when attending Teams events. We can all learn from her example of total giving to
her beloved John.
To Bernadette and all the family, we as members of Teams of Our Lady offer our heartfelt sympathy on the
huge loss they are experiencing with John’s death.
Ar dheis Dé go raibh a anam.
John and Elaine Cogavin
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From the Regional Chaplain, Fr. Peter Sexton SJ
Pope Francis and Pentecost

The recent visit to Ireland of Pope Francis towards the end of the World Meeting of Families was a kind of
Pentecost experience for the Irish Church and those open to the Good News of the Gospel. Many
experienced a renewed awareness of God’s Spirit among us, both during the week and at the weekend,
energising us with a sense of the Gospel as a source of joy and creativity in our lives. And this despite a
sustained media campaign to portray the visit simply in negative terms.
There is a story told that after the crucifixion and resurrection Jesus ascended into Heaven, and was greeted
by an angel: ‘Lord have you completed your work on earth?’ the angel asked. ‘No’, replied Jesus. ‘But
what plans have you to complete it?’ asked the angel. ‘I have left behind eleven men’, Jesus replied. The
angel was puzzled. ‘What if they fail?’ he queried. The Lord replied: ‘I have no other plan’.
At Pentecost we celebrate that turning point in the history of the world when God the Father sent the Spirit
of his Risen Son Jesus on the first Christian community – the people of God, what we call The Church –
and those first Christians brought the Good News of the Gospel eventually to every corner of the world,
including Ireland, and that is why we celebrate the Eucharist every Sunday morning – acknowledging our
call to witness to the Risen Christ and the Gospel in the Ireland of 2018 – no easy task, as the Pope and we
well know.
My father used to often quote an old saying : ‘Two men looked out through prison bars, one saw mud, and
the other saw stars!’ Many people in our country, unfortunately, have their eyes fixated on the mud, and
miss the stars.
We all have been baptised and confirmed : so we already have the Holy Spirit, God's Spirit, within us – but
are we alive to that amazing reality, or just vaguely aware of it ? Pentecost, and the Pope’s visit, seek to
celebrate that reality and fan it into a flame.
Whenever we are drawn to say a kind word, to do the right thing, to encourage someone, to defend another
who is being harshly treated; whenever we tell the truth even if it gets us into trouble – we are being led by
and responding to the Spirit, the Holy Spirit, the Spirit of Jesus, the Spirit of the Father – in other words we
are much closer to God than we might think! They say the really good parents, and the really good
teachers, and the really good coaches get the best out of their charges, they don't put them down even when
they criticize – mol an óige agus tiocfaidh sí!
That’s the way of God’s Spirit too, present to us and present in us all the time: He gets the best out of us,
encourages us, energises us, challenges us in our conscience when we are drifting astray.
But of course we well know that there are other spirits that are not good: that lead us to be silent when we
know we should speak up, that lead us to go with the crowd though we know it is wrong, that looks for the
cheap laugh at the expense of another, that prompts us to tell the easy lie rather than to face the painful but
liberating truth – and that can be true whether we are aged 18 or 28 or 58 or even 78!
How do I know which spirit is leading me – the Good Spirit or the bad? I think, by the taste left in your
mouth – when you do what in your heart you know is not right, even if everyone is applauding ,
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it leaves a sour taste in the mouth – but when you do what you know is right, even if it is not popular with
others, it leaves a good taste in the mouth afterwards – as St Augustine famously said : ‘right is right even
if no one is doing it; wrong is wrong even if everyone is doing it.’
In a culture like ours, fluid so often, in terms of values and truth, we need, in the words of St Peter, to be
ready with an answer of the hope that is within us. And to those who accuse you of having standards that
are out of date, you can give the famous reply of a headmaster to the same accusation: ‘Of course they are
out of date – that’s why they are standards!’
St Paul in his letter to the people of Galatia spelled out the signs of the Good Spirit: he said: ‘What God’s
Spirit brings is very different from the spirit of self-indulgence: love, joy, peace, patience, kindness,
goodness, trustfulness, gentleness and self-control. There can be no law against things like that of
course. You cannot belong to Christ unless you crucify all self-indulgent passions and desires. Since the
Spirit is our life, let us be directed by the Spirit.’
The speakers at the WMOF focused on different aspects of Pope Francis’ Exhortation ‘Amoris
Laetitia’ (the Joy of Love) in the context of family life. May our reflection on that document and on the
earlier ‘Evangelii Gaudium’ (The Joy of the Gospel), both enlightened by his serene presence on his recent
visit – a presence that knows what it means to be buffeted by gale-force winds – enable and empower us in
the Teams to play our part, however modest, in the renewal of the Irish Church ! After all, the Lord has no
other plan!

Members of Transatlantic and Oceania Super-Regions at the Fatima Gathering
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Fatima Gathering
This was the 12th International Gathering in the history of Teams. Fatima was a great location in terms of
logistics, hospitality, organisation and was very uplifting. It is an occasion over 5 days to be reflective and
re-energised. It is a great event with over 8000 members of our 150,000 family of team members from all
over the world meeting up. Our brother/sisterhood got a great validation from one of the early talks by
Cardinal Turkson reminding us from the book of Genesis of our origins in his talk on Fraternity and
Communion. The Conference theme was built around The Prodigal Son, a basis for talks and mixed team
meetings dialogue held each day. These Team meetings open our minds to others in our movement.
Interpreting the Prodigal Son, a team member recalled from personal experience a ‘forgiveness’ event.
When he was a young teenager, he and his sister saw their parents’ marriage break up. He prayed some
years later for the gift of forgiveness and was reconciled with his father, now in a new relationship. His
sister could not forgive her father at all, giving perhaps a resonance to the ‘older brother’ in the Prodigal
Son text.
Our lodgings exuded great hospitality. The Taize Magnificat got many renderings in the dining hall. We
met up with a couple in Teams from Puerto Rico. They had stayed in our house in Dublin over 25 years
earlier, as they attended an RC weekend in Dublin, representing a Cork Team, at that time.
Our great memory will be our sit down in the piazza at Fatima. All of us were seated in the square
complete with portable (Teams) chairs and multi-coloured umbrellas, witnessing to our movement, our
charism. Our own ‘takeaway’ from that sit down was the importance to us as a couple of the Endeavours,
the building blocks of our charism.
The leaders of the movement had met with Pope Francis in September 2015. Pope Francis affirmed our
pedagogy but urged Teams to take on a missionary journey. It was no surprise therefore that the
‘exhortation’, our ‘mission’ from the Fatima gathering reflected the September 2015 conversation. Pope
Francis’s urgings to ‘receive, form, and support in the faith young couples particularly, before and after
their marriage ‘. Our post Fatima Teams mission reflects also the urgings of Pope Francis to ‘be close to
the wounded families’ (arising from work, health, poverty, mourning) and ‘to be instruments of mercy
towards persons whose marriage has failed’
The closing day was full of richness. Each couple was given a box with two marriage bands and in the
ceremony of renewal of marriage vow s these rings were publicly exchanged in the piazza.
Fr Caffarel always stressed the strong pedagogy of Teams as a foundation for outreach and witness. Let’s
take on that missionary role, in faithfulness to our founding charism.
Carmel and Pat Cunneen (Team 25)
Eight couples and one chaplain, Fr. Paddy Dundon, from Ireland attended the Gathering. The Regional
Chaplain, Fr Peter Sexton SJ, had to drop out at the last minute due to a brother’s sudden illness, from
which thankfully he has since made a good recovery.
We learned the up-to-date number of Teams worldwide from which these pilgrims came: 13,575 Teams,
149, 955 members, including 7342 chaplains, in 92 countries on 5 continents.
We (Gerry and Grace) stayed in a convent. The typical day began with breakfast at 7 o’c. Each Zone
(comprising a number of Super-Regions) had its own scarf. Ours were red. It was exhilarating to be part of
such a large group converging on the Basilica in our varied colours.
Continued p10
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Responsible Couples’ Weekend
Saturday 6th October and Sunday 7th October
Knock House Hotel, Ballyhaunis Road, Knock, Co. Mayo
Saturday 6th October
8.45a.m.

Mass in the Apparition Chapel: Fr. Michael McGrath,
Fr. Paddy Dundon and Fr. Gerry Cassidy

Registration:

9.30am – 10.30am

The Saturday sessions will run in the morning and afternoon, beginning at 11.00am. A light Lunch and
evening Dinner will be provided. Mixed team meetings will take place after dinner. The Sunday session
will begin at 9.30 and will conclude with Mass, followed by lunch
We are delighted to welcome Mr. Declan Coyle as keynote speaker
Cost per person for the weekend is €60 (Chaplains Free)
As the venue this year is in Our Lady's Shrine in Knock the Saturday night accommodation and evening
meal in the Knock House Hotel will be free (paid from Regional funds)
If travelling by train please contact the hotel for Complimentary pick-up service from Claremorris Train
Station.
Contact details:
Website: www.knockhousehotel.ie
Email: info@knockhousehotel.ie
Phone: (094) 938 8088

Bookings should be made by 23rd September

Booking to and information from:
Pauline & Richard Sheridan
8 Hillside Drive
Mullingar
Co Westmeath
Phone: 0449343368
Mobile: 0857539293
Email: paulinerichardsheridan@hotmail.com
(A list of local Bed & Breakfasts is available on request)
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Sit-Down in the square at Fatima
Among us were couples from Syria, Lebanon and Jordan in the war-torn Middle East which we found
particularly moving.
The morning session began with a liturgy of prayer, meditation and hymns, accompanied by a large
International choir, which was excellent. Each day the liturgy was prepared and presented by a different
Super-Region. On Wednesday, for example, it was in English presented by the US. Excellent meditations
on the Prodigal Son were given each morning by Fr.Tolentino de Medonco who got a standing ovation on
the final morning.
Presentations on particular themes were given by distinguished speakers including Cardinal Perez, Spain
and Cardinal Peter Turkson, Head of Curial Department on Promoting Integral Human Development,
Rome, and Monsignor Casmoussa, Archbishop Emeritus of Mosul, Syria.
Talks were given by couples from the International Leading Team which included short slide shows on the
Endeavours; Listening to the Word of God, The Sit Down, Personal Prayer and Couple prayer, the Rule of
Life and the Annual Retreat. There was a presentation on the Wednesday on the cause for Fr. Caffarel’s
beatification, with brief accounts of his life and achievements and prayer cards distributed. Very moving,
inspiring, and, in one or two cases, harrowing testimonies were given by couples each morning.
Each day the Eucharist was celebrated in the Basilica and on the final day in the main square in the
presence of many other pilgrims. In the afternoons there were group activities. These included a very well
acted and produced musical “On the Way - We are all on the way, we all have a story”.
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There was an Exhibition with stands from each of the Super-Regions including our own.
A third event was a presentation on the Fatima apparitions given by Sr. Angela Coelho da Silva who is vice
-postulator for the Beatification Cause of Sr.Lucia, the third visionary.
The fourth and the highlight for us was a walk along the pedestrian path to the Valinhos. This is where the
little shepherds took their sheep to graze and where Our Lady accompanied them during the apparitions.
There were 14 stations of the Cross along the way and a 15th in St. Stephen’s chapel where the Resurrection
is evoked.
On Wednesday afternoon there was a sit-down in the sanctuary grounds (see picture).
Other events included the Rosary candle-light procession, with the statute of Our Lady of Fatima being
carried around the square. On Thursday there was an all-night vigil before the Blessed Sacrament. On the
final night there was a party with mainly Portugese music, singing and dancing, which was most enjoyable.
Hand-over of responsibility
The gathering marked the end of the six-year term of To and Zé Moura Soares as Responsible Couple of
the International Leading Team. The new Responsible Couple are Clarita and Edgardo Bernal Fandinho
from Colombia, who have already been members of the ERI.
Participation in this gathering was an unforgettable experience. We felt very fortunate to be members of
our world-wide movement of Christian married couples. The language barriers did not prevent us
experiencing a great sense of our common values and endeavours and our common vocation and mission to
strengthen our relationship with each other and with God. For example, the couples we met came from
Ecuador, Brazil, France, USA, UK, and Kenya. We also came away with a renewed awareness of our
vocation and mission inspired by Fr. Caffarel who asked of Teams - “More love in the home, more charity
in the teams and more energy in our mission...”
Gerry and Grace Mangan

Members of the Irish group at Fatima
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Around the Region
Dublin
John Blayney RIP
There has been great sadness among Team couples in the Sector and in the Region on the death of John
Blayney. May he rest in peace. John and Bernadette were mainly instrumental in bringing Teams to
Ireland over 50 years ago. They remained members as a couple from then up to John’s death. They have
been a source of great inspiration to the movement here, as well as providing leadership, advice and
support from which we all greatly benefited. We extend our deepest sympathy to Bernadette and their
family on their great loss.
Summer Outing
This took place to Newbridge House, Donabate on Sunday, 1st July. It was one of the glorious days of a
glorious summer. It began with a tour of the House which is beautifully laid out and furnished and with a
very interesting history outlined for us by an excellent guide. We then had lunch in the coffee shop, most of
us bringing a packed lunch. This provided an opportunity to chat and circulate. We then did a tour of the
farm which contains a wide range of farm animals, poultry, some exotic. Some of us also took a stroll
through the extensive grounds. There was a reasonable attendance, and some couples brought their
children.
Fatima
A fortnight later (16th July) eight couples and one chaplain, Fr. Paddy Dundon, from Ireland were on their
way to the 12th International Gathering in Fatima. See report elsewhere in Newsletter.
World Meeting of Families
A little over a month after our return from Fatima, the World Meeting of Families commenced. You will
have all experienced it in some way so we will limit our references to the Teams involvement, except to
say there was much emphasis on strengthening Christian marriage, for which the married spirituality of
Teams is very relevant. We had a redesigned and revamped series of literature prepared – information
leaflets, bookmarks, flyers, posters and business cards. We booked a stand and had it kitted out with our
banners and desk for displaying our literature. The Super-Region had excellent literature on display with a
banner giving details of a newly launched ‘Alliance’ between organisations in the UK supporting marriage,
including Marriage Care, Marriage Encounter, One Flesh and Teams of Our Lady. There was a constant
flow of people passing our stand, including many couples in Teams. We certainly raised the profile of
Teams. I (Gerry) had been invited to give a 5-7 minutes talk on Teams at a session on Friday morning
entitled ‘Dancing to the Future with Hope: Strengthening Marriage and the Family Today’. On Friday
night, the Dublin Sector hosted a get-together at The Disciples of the Divine Master to welcome our
International visitors, which was well-attended. Thanks to those who arranged and catered for the
reception.
We wish to convey our sincere thanks to the couples in the Sector who hosted Teams couples, worked to
prepare the literature, set up the stand and later dismantled it, to the many Teams members, from Ireland
and Great Britain who were present on the stand, to Piotr and Dzidzia, our Super-Regional Couple, who
were omnipresent.
End of Term
Our three-year term as your Sector Couple is coming to an end. We wish to thank the Sector Team,
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Tony and Noreen Lawlor, Pat and Maureen Seery and John and Ireneus Short for all their work and
support. Similarly we would like to thank the Regional Couples, Tony and Breda Preston, and latterly Jim
and Elaine Keogh and all the Regional Team for their support.
A special word of thanks to the Regional Chaplain, Fr. Peter Sexton SJ and to the Sector Chaplain, Fr. Joe
Clavin PP who were a great source of guidance and advice.
For our part inevitably we will miss this close involvement we have had with Teams, but are glad to make
way for another couple who will undoubtedly bring a different perspective and new energy. We know that
they will receive the same support from Teams in the Dublin Sector that we have been so fortunate to
receive. We wish them and all couples in the Sector every success, good wish and blessing for the years
ahead.
God bless,
Gerry and Grace Mangan

Noel McHugh, together with three others, was ordained to the permanent Diaconate by Archbishop
Diarmuid Martin on 2nd June at the Pro-Cathedral.
Noel and his wife, Paula are members of Team 39. We wish him many graces and blessings in his new
ministry.
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Gerry Mangan addressing a session at WMOF ‘Dancing to the Future with Hope: Strengthening Marriage
and the Family Today’

Belfast
In our own team, four of our members travelled to Dublin, Margaret Lambe and Moyra and Brendan
Bunting to see the Pope and Fr. Gerry travelled to the World Meeting of Families on the Friday. Apart from
getting pretty wet they seemed to have all had a rewarding time.
Please pray for Moyra and Brendan’s son, Dermot, who has been having ongoing problems with
Pancreatitis. He is well on the way to recovery with lots of excellent family support. Declan and I were
unable to travel due to low energy. Michael Flanagan has moved to the Shore Road in Belfast and is very
happy there. Margaret and Gerry Mulhern have returned from a holiday in Florida, where their daughter
lives. Eithne Clenaghan had a very bad fall a few months ago and has been in severe shoulder pain, but just
last week received an injection which has seriously reduced the pain and restored her ‘Joie de vivre’.
Liam and Eileen Mc Kinney travelled to Dublin to John Blayney's month's mind. May he rest in peace.
Paddy Scott has been having health problems. Please keep him in your prayers. Jim Jordan is now on
dialysis and Lynn is waiting for a kidney. Again prayers would be helpful and apppreciated. Lastly Michael
Flanagan has requested prayers for his brother, Dominic who is seriously ill.
Love and prayers to all from Belfast,
Deirdre and Declan Kennedy
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Mullingar
Teams in Mullingar had a busy and exciting summer. We hosted a number of families from New York
who were here for the WMOF; we shared an enjoyable meal with them, followed by Mass concelebrated
in the Cathedral of Christ the King by Bishop Michael Smith and Bishop Robert Brennan (NY) and a
number of priests from the diocese, to officially open the WMOF.
A large contingent of Team members travelled to Croke Pack and to the Phoenix Park to celebrate the visit
of Pope Francis.
We wish Bishop Michael Smith many happy healthy years to enjoy his retirement. Bishop Michael is
Chaplain to Team 1 here in Mullingar, and his support of Teams is much appreciated.
We congratulate Bishop Thomas Deenihan on his Episcopal Ordination to the Diocese of Meath and we
assure him of our support and prayers. We are looking forward to the Responsible Couples’ weekend in
Knock on 6th and 7th October.
We pray for our Team member Laura and wish her a speedy recovery. We pray for Michael Cummins
(brother of Elaine Keogh) who is ill.
Mary Cahill

Galway
The World Meeting of Families occupied the time and mind of some of our Team members for the past few
weeks.
The opening ceremony in the Galway Cathedral ahead of the Pope’s visit emphasised the importance of
marriage and the Joy of Family Life. Our Bishop Brendan Kelly articulated in a feeling and insightful way
values with which Teams of our Lady would fully agree.
Peter and Anne Costello went to the WMOF full of wonder of what awaited them, especially when there
was so much negativity surrounding the visit of the Pope. They were amazed at the numbers at the
Congress in the RDS, young and old from every part of the world. There was an atmosphere of hope and
joy. They attended a variety of talks some of which are listed below:
Role of Grandparents – handing on the faith between the generations
Showing welcome and respect in our Parishes for LGBT people and their families
Finding time for prayer in a digital age
They found the talks were very interesting, well delivered and most importantly they were real – pointing
out the difficulties experienced by all of us in this day and age. It was good to meet up with Teams friends
at the stand in the RDS.
The Festival of Families in Croke Park on Saturday was an outstanding example of Irish culture and
heritage and they felt it was such a privilege to be there. The crowd entered into the spirit of the evening
and gave the Pope a ‘Céad Míle Fáilte’.
Although the weather on Sunday was disappointing the spirit of the bus drivers, volunteers, Gardaí, army
and the crowd was so warm and helpful the weather no longer mattered. The choir from all over Ireland
sang beautifully and again the Pope’s entrance raised all spirits. We hope the warmth of the welcome
which the Pope received in Ireland will help him and the whole Church in the days ahead when difficult
issues have to be addressed.
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Our sympathy and prayers to Manus and Maura Duggan on the untimely death of Manus’s brother Eddy.
Our condolences to Stephen and Marguerite O’Neill on the death of Marguerite’s mother. May both Rest
in Peace.
Finally, giving our best wishes to Owen and Brid Quinn and their coming trip to Kentucky USA to visit
their son. It is good to acknowledge and celebrate the joy of family reunions. This is of course a
continuation of their 50th wedding anniversary. Every Blessing to them both.
Anne and Jack Hutchinson

Jim and Elaine Keogh and Joe and Áine Clayton on the Teams Stand at WMOF
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